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CBRE arranged the sale of this 236-unit Midtown
Phoenix apartment community for $27 million in
August. More deals from the Los Angeles investor
are in escrow.

From the Phoenix Business Journal:
https://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/news/2020/09/09/la-investor-escrow-
spend-400m-apartments-phoenix.html

Tides Equities in escrow to spend $400M on
Valley apartment acquisitions
Sep 9, 2020, 8:45am MST

A Los Angeles investor who has bought up
numerous multifamily properties in the Valley is
in escrow to buy another $400 million worth of
apartments.

Tides Equities LLC was named the most active
buyer in metro Phoenix for the past two years in
a row by New York-based Real Capital Analytics.

In the past two years, Tides Equities has
purchased 4,000 units within 16 properties
totaling $498.2 million, according to Real
Capital.

The latest deals in escrow will add about 2,400 units within seven properties
throughout the Valley and will bring the firm's total number of units owned to
nearly 8,000, said Sean Kia, co-founder and principal of Tides Equities.

Once those deals close, Kia plans to invest more than $45 million to renovate the
properties and brand them under the Tides brand.

"We partner with different private equity funds across the country," Kia said. "For
the mortgages, we typically go with Freddie Mac."

Once he renovates and rebrands the Tides properties, he sells them and buys
more.

https://www.bizjournals.com/profile/company/org_xx_eee46aa60eea11e9b36412c1e58b58b2


"Over the next two years we will continue to grow and scale," he said. "We will take
some off the table. We will rinse and repeat that Tides business plan."

In fact, he plans to list three properties totaling about 700 units this week, which
would bring total owned to just more 7,000 units.

In August, Tides paid $27 million for the 236-unit Midtown Phoenix apartments,
brokered by CBRE, and paid another $16.2 million for the 120-unit Villa de Paz in
Phoenix, brokered by Berkadia.

Kia said he's investing in metro Phoenix because of its wage, job and population
growth.

"There's a ton of people looking for that more affordable market to move to," he
said. "Phoenix and Tucson are at the top of people's lists. They're moving out of
New York, San Francisco, Boston, even L.A. to more affordable markets in Phoenix
and Texas. Phoenix in particular is our favorite."

As for Texas, Kia said he has hired a new director of acquisitions based in Dallas.

"We're going to be expanding in Texas, but Phoenix is still our No. 1 market."

Texas is showing the same fundamental metrics as Phoenix, he said.

"We're going to get infrastructure set up first before we really start pouncing on
deals out there," Kia said. "We will replicate the Tides brand and buy in bulk and
renovate, reposition and rebrand those assets."

Jesse Hudson, vice president of investment sales for NorthMarq, said Phoenix has
not experienced the level of pain from Covid-19 that other markets in the
Southwest have.

"This and regulatory changes in places like California are what's keeping the
momentum moving to the Valley," he said. "Phoenix is also very affordable when
you look at both rents and sales, so capital from coastal markets continues to flood
the market. We are also experiencing record in-migration to Phoenix, which is
bringing a much more diverse and sophisticated workforce."

California-based investors have scooped up nearly half of all apartments sold in
Phoenix this year, priced at $1 million or higher, said Jessica Morin, director of
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market analytics for CoStar Group in Phoenix.

That share is up from 37% in each of the past two years, she said.

"The trend of Californians looking to Phoenix for relative affordability and strong
demographics that support returns is accelerating," she said. "Rent control and an
unfriendly regulatory environment in California has more investors looking to
Phoenix."
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